Call for participation: 9th Robocup MSL international workshop

The 9th International RoboCup MSL Workshop will be held in Eindhoven, the Netherlands at the 22nd - 24th of November 2019. All teams from the Middle Size League are cordially invited to join this workshop!

Organised by Tech United Eindhoven, Falcons and VDL Robot Sports, the workshop will take place at the Eindhoven University of Technology and the training location of the Falcons and Robot Sports: De Locht.

To stimulate knowledge transfer on the first workshop-day we would like all teams to request topics for the team presentations of other teams! What would you like to know?

As per tradition, the second workshop-day will be practically-oriented. This year, however, we propose to organize a number of smaller sessions to discuss important topics for the league.

For more information about the workshop, such as: more detailed schedule, workshop registration, accommodation and touristic sites, please visit the Workshop website:


We hope to welcome you in Eindhoven!